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A B S T R A C T

This paper investigates the implications of three students’ fraction and measure schemes for their
understanding of rate of change functions. Steffe and Olive's (2010) descriptions of students’
reasoning about fraction and measure and Thompson's (1994) descriptions of students’ reasoning
about rate of change serve as the theoretical foundation of the paper. Two of the students’
fraction and measure schemes obstructed their ability to make sense of rate of change functions.
These two students assimilated with two levels of units and had additive fraction schemes. The
student who assimilated with three levels of units and had multiplicative fraction schemes effi-
ciently developed a productive meaning for rate of change functions. This study provides addi-
tional evidence from 2049 students showing difficulty with fraction and measure is typical for
calculus students. Teachers implementing conceptual calculus instruction should consider how
students who have only additive fraction schemes will make sense of rate of change functions.

1. Introduction

Substantial evidence shows students’ experiences in calculus discourage them from continuing a STEM major (Bressoud &
Rasmussen, 2015; Ellis, Fosdick, & Rasmussen, 2016). One proposed solution to this problem is to teach calculus conceptually.
However not all students appreciate conceptual instruction. Some students prefer learning calculus conceptually, but others feel more
confident in their ability to memorize and reproduce mathematics. For example, one teacher using Thompson and Ashbrook's (2018)
conceptual calculus curriculum received a student review reporting that the class was “the greatest mathematics education I have
ever experienced,” while other reviews passionately expressed that the same teaching and curriculum was impossible to understand.

I hypothesize that the students’ divergent opinions of that teacher's conceptual instruction were related to how well the students
were able to understand the concepts using the understandings they brought to calculus. Research on students’ mathematical de-
velopment provides insight into how students construct new schemes for mathematical ideas by modifying earlier schemes. (Scheme is
defined in the theoretical perspective.) It is possible the students who were frustrated by conceptual calculus instruction did not have
the schemes available to make sense of the class discussions and activities.

This paper explores how three students’ schemes for fraction and measure constrained or afforded their understanding of rate of
change functions in a conceptual calculus course taught using Thompson and Ashbrook (2018). In this textbook, the value of a rate of
change function at a value of its argument gives the momentary rate of change of another function at that argument. The value of a
rate of change function therefore measures the change in one quantity relative to the associated change in another quantity over a
small interval of change. Students must understand and coordinate many ideas including function, covariation, variable, graph,
measure, and rate to have a coherent understanding of a rate of change function. This paper focuses on students’ fraction, measure,
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and rate of change function schemes.
I worked with students taking calculus in two semesters to investigate how students’ schemes for measure and fraction impact

their understandings of rate of change functions. In the first semester, I tutored five students weekly on problems I posed and on
problems they wanted to work on. This open-ended interaction allowed me to better understand the factors impacting the students’
construction of rate of change functions over time as well as their experiences in the class. The second semester I worked with six new
students, three times each, on targeted items designed to test hypotheses that were refined based on the tutoring sessions in the
previous semester. Both semesters had the same research question:

How do students’ schemes for fraction and measure impact the development of their understanding of rate of change functions in a
conceptual calculus course?

In addition to talking with small samples of students, I collected written responses to previously validated fraction and measure
items from 2049 calculus students at two universities. The goal of this quantitative part of the study was to understand how
widespread difficulties were with fraction and measure at two universities. The quantitative portion of the study answered the
question:

What percentage of calculus students in the sample answered validated fraction and measure items correctly on an in-class pretest?

2. Literature review

Investigating calculus students’ prerequisite knowledge is not a new idea, but it is understudied. For example, White and
Mitchelmore (1996) found that students’ understandings of variable prevented them from learning from 24 h of focused conceptual
instruction on derivatives. They argued that while most existing research on calculus students’ thinking is on topics such as function,
tangent, and limits that are particular to calculus, “another aspect that needs to be considered is the question of what other concepts
are involved in applying calculus knowledge” (White & Mitchelmore, 1996, p. 79). The literature review shows that research is still
thin on how calculus students’ foundational knowledge impacts their understanding of calculus.

Studies of secondary students found that students’ fraction and measure schemes are essential for the development of algebraic
and quantitative reasoning (Nabors, 2003; Pekkan, 2008; Steffe, 2013; Torbeyns, Schneider, Xin, & Siegler, 2014). The literature
review will describe the limited information we have about calculus students’ fraction, measure, and the relationships to their rate of
change function schemes. The theoretical perspective will build on prior research to define various partitioning, fraction, measure,
covariation, and rate schemes.

2.1. Calculus students’ understanding of measure

Prior studies reveal that even 12th graders and college students struggle with measurement. Dorko and Speer (2014) reported that
26.9% of 169 calculus students who found areas and volumes of shapes had correct units in all of their responses. Students often
thought that if the sides of a square were measured in centimeters, the area of that square should also be measured in centimeters (not
centimeters squared).

Their findings are consistent with the results of the National Assessment of Educational Progress, which tests a nationally re-
presentative sample of 12th graders (Mullis, Dossey, Owen, & Phillips, 1991). Only 55% of 12th graders in 1990 correctly identified
“cubic inches” as an appropriate measure for volume (as opposed to area or length). Additionally, in 1992, only 49% of a nationally
representative sample of 12th graders determined the number of pints in 10 gallons given the conversion factors. In 2013, 62% of
students were able to correctly use pint, gallon, quart, and ounce conversion factors to determine which container was largest. In
1992, 26% of 12th graders solved a pool problem involving rates, unit conversions, and an understanding of volume.

A rectangular pool 24 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 4 feet deep is filled with water. Water is leaking from the pool at the rate of 0.40
cubic foot per minute. At this rate, how many hours will it take for the water level to drop 1 foot?

On NAEP items on middle school math, 46% of a nationally representative sample of 26,000 12th grade students showed “a
consistent grasp of seventh grade material (decimals, percent, fractions, simple algebra)” (Mullis et al., 1991). It is unknown what
percentage of students taking calculus would answer the NAEP items correctly because not all 12th graders go on to calculus,
however the data suggests that the issue is worth investigating.

2.2. Calculus students’ understanding of fraction

Extensive searching revealed four preliminary studies on calculus students’ understanding of fractions (Byerley and Hatfield,
2013; Byerley, Hatfield, & Thompson, 2012; Boyce & Wyld, 2017; Grabhorn, Boyce, & Byerley, 2018). Byerley and Hatfield (2013)
and Byerley et al. (2012) reported calculus students who thought of fractions as parts out of the whole but not as multiplicative
relationships of the relative size of numerator and denominator. Boyce and Wyld (2017) found that some calculus students did not
assimilate with three levels of units, a scheme that has been shown to be critical for mature fractional reasoning (Steffe & Olive,
2010). Grabhorn et al. (2018) found that 18 out of 32 calculus students interviewed did not assimilate with three levels of units and
that students who assimilated with three levels of units did substantially better on the validated Precalculus Concept Assessment
(Carlson, Oehrtman, & Engelke, 2010).
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There are some studies of college students’ understanding of fractions. Schneider and Siegler (2010) found that 66 elite students at
Carnegie Mellon were able to compare the size of 29 different fractions to 3/5 with a mean error rate of 6% (p. 1230). The mean error
rate (29%) was much higher at a junior college with minimal entrance requirements. Stigler, Givvin, and Thompson (2009) studied
5830 community college students’ placement tests and found “several of the most common errors involved working with fractions”
(p. 13).

2.3. Calculus students’ understanding of rate of change

A number of studies document calculus students’ conceptions of rate of change (Carlson, Jacobs, Coe, Larsen, & Hsu, 2002;
Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999; Hackworth, 1994; Herbert, 2013; Orton, 1983; Thompson, 1994). The most common ways of
thinking identified in the studies did not involve envisioning a rate as a measure of the change in one quantity in terms of an
associated change in another. If calculus students have additive fraction and measure schemes, it makes sense that they would
develop a scheme for slope and rate of change that does not require them to compare quantities multiplicatively and then coordinate
multiple comparisons.

Thompson (1994) found that students often thought of the derivative as “how fast [the function] is changing” and did not
interpret the difference quotient as “an amount of change in one quantity in relation to a change in the other” (p. 142). Similarly,
Stump (2001b) found advanced secondary students are more likely to think of slope as an angle measure that indicates the steepness
of the line rather than a comparison of sizes of the changes in two quantities.

Carlson et al. (2002) found that students who reasoned about the relative magnitude of two changes of any size were also able to
construct a meaning for instantaneous rate of change and able to make sense of the covariation in the Bottle Problem. More com-
monly, students reasoned about the amount of change of output when given unit-sized changes in input. This may occur because
secondary mathematics teachers often teach slope of m as meaning “as x changes by 1, y changes by m” (Byerley & Thompson, 2017;
Byerley, Yoon, & Thompson, 2016; Stump, 2001a). When x changes by one the rate of change and amount of change are both m, so
some teachers convey that a rate of change is an amount of change (Byerley et al., 2016).

3. Theoretical foundations

Before discussing particular schemes, I will share my meaning for scheme: “We define a scheme as an organization of actions,
operations, images, or schemes—which can have many entry points that trigger action—and anticipations of outcomes of the or-
ganization's activity” (Thompson, Carlson, Byerley, & Hatfield, 2014, p. 11). This definition is broad enough to describe complex
schemes involving coordination of many ideas.

Calculus students come to calculus already possessing many schemes. They necessarily turn to their preexisting schemes when
they need to make sense of the new experiences of calculus. Sometimes the students will be perturbed when trying to assimilate new
ideas to their current schemes and they will make accommodations in their schemes to make sense of new ideas. Von Glasersfeld
(1998) gave many examples of assimilating an experience to a scheme and accommodating a scheme to resolve a perturbation. He
explained, “novelty cannot be handled except through assimilation to a cognitive structure the experiencing subject already has”
(Von Glasersfeld, 1998, p. 26). For example, a student assimilates a task with three levels of units if they can imagine the three-part
unit structure of a task without needing a drawing or manipulatives to coordinate the three levels of units. Another way the term
assimilating with three levels of units has been described is “students coordinated three levels of units prior to activity, which meant that
they could project a structure of three levels of units into a situation and then operate further using that structure” (Hackenberg,
2007, p. 30).

A hallmark of the development of students’ schemes is the ability to solve problems mentally, without relying on images or
manipulatives. Steffe and Olive (2010) found that students who assimilate tasks with two levels of units can solve problems involving
a three-level unit structure with the aid of manipulatives, outside help, or drawings. Although the student can only simultaneously
keep track of two units at one time, they can coordinate three levels of units in activity. The phrase in activity means the students
coordinate the levels with images or manipulatives in the course of solving the problem but they do not anticipate the three level
structure before starting to solve the problem.

3.1. Multiplicative rate of change function schemes

First, I will summarize the many schemes that are coordinated to make a rate of change function scheme. Then I will discuss the
development of fraction schemes and the relationship between fraction and measure schemes. The fraction schemes discussed will be
grouped into additive and multiplicative schemes. Multiplicative schemes are hypothesized to be necessary to construct productive
rate of change schemes (Steffe, Liss, & Young Lee, 2014).

A well-formed scheme for rate of change functions entails schemes for measure (and hence proportionality), function (and hence
variable), graph, variation, and covariation. Constructing a graph of a rate of change function entails being able to imagine how a rate
of change of the original function varies as the value of x varies (Thompson, 1994). The student should visualize a sequence of
representations of changes in x and associated changes in y. Next, the student should imagine how the quotient Δy/Δx varies by
mentally pausing their visualization of the covariation of x and y and then measuring Δy in terms of Δx.

The ability to anticipate the measurement process is useful in deciding how small Δx intervals must be to produce linear ap-
proximations of the original function that have a desired accuracy. Holding a strong image of measure in mind also allows students to
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compare the relative sizes of two changes when they appear to be so small that it is impossible to carry out the measurement process
physically. Reasoning quantitatively is also critical to construct a productive scheme for rate of change functions (Thompson, 1993,
2011). For an individual to quantify an object they must imagine a measure of the object, and thus students’ quantitative reasoning is
connected to their measure schemes (Thompson, 2011, p. 37).

3.2. Building on fraction and partitioning schemes to construct rate schemes

Steffe and colleagues argue that fraction schemes develop from students’ counting and unit-coordination schemes (Hackenberg,
2007; Steffe, 2002, 2003, 2004; Steffe & Olive, 2010). Students make accommodations to their additive fraction schemes to construct
multiplicative fraction schemes (Steffe & Olive, 2010). Steffe (2013) extended his research on children's fraction schemes to describe
how measure schemes are based on similar conceptual operations of partitioning and iterating. Steffe and colleagues’ recent research
program involved “integrating children's counting schemes, fraction schemes, and measuring schemes under the more general
concept of quantitative schemes” (Steffe et al., 2014, p. 65). They are also investigating how students fraction and partitioning
schemes are used to construct rate schemes.

Steffe et al. (2014) found that students used multiplicative fraction schemes to construct an awareness of proportionality and a
multiplicative conception of rate. Constructing multiplicative fraction schemes requires assimilating with three levels of units. Steffe
et al. (2014) argued that if a student is to develop a multiplicative rate scheme they must compare two quantities that can be
measured directly, such as distance traveled and time elapsed. A child with a multiplicative rate scheme “can enact the operations to
transform this basic ratio into any but no particular equivalent ratio using any but no particular partitioning” (Steffe et al., 2014, p.
51). Their data suggest that forming a multiplicative rate scheme requires multiplicative fraction and partitioning schemes that both
involve assimilating with three levels of units. They found students who only have additive fraction schemes have difficulty con-
structing an awareness of proportionality, which is one of the schemes needed to understand rate. They also found that students who
have constructed some of the first multiplicative fraction schemes (i.e. unit fraction composition schemes) but not more advanced
fraction schemes are not able to construct proportionality schemes. In other words, a student who only assimilates with two levels of
units and who only has additive fraction schemes is unlikely to develop a proportionality scheme necessary for constructing a rate
scheme. A student must construct more advanced fraction schemes to eventually be able to develop a proportionality scheme.

Although Steffe has made many fine-grained distinctions in students’ fraction and partitioning schemes, for the purposes of this
study I focused on attributing multiplicative or additive fraction schemes to students. However, I do rely on some of his fine-grained
descriptions of schemes to help categorize a student's thinking as multiplicative or additive. For example, I assume a student who does
not display either distributive partitioning scheme or an iterative fraction scheme is not likely to think about fractions multi-
plicatively. Any student who has only constructed additive fraction schemes is not prepared to construct multiplicative meanings for
rate (Steffe et al., 2014). In the following sections I will describe the fraction and partitioning schemes used to help categorize student
thinking.

3.3. Multiplicative fraction and partitioning schemes requiring assimilating with three levels of units

Steffe (2013) explained why it is necessary to assimilate with three levels of units to construct a fraction as a multiplicative
concept and why doing so is important for developing a mature measurement scheme (p. 37). Students must assimilate with three
levels of units to construct an iterative fraction scheme. For example, eight-sevenths is eight times as large as one-seventh. If a piece is
one-seventh of one it is because one is seven times as large as the piece. The student must simultaneously consider 1/7 of the whole,
the whole, and 8/7 of the whole. The 8/7 must be considered independent of the whole because it is not a part of the whole. 8/7
stands in multiplicative relationship to the whole and to 1/7 of the whole (Hackenberg, 2007). If the student loses track of the whole
when considering 8/7 they are likely to describe the 1/7 piece as one out of eight, or 1/8 pieces (Hackenberg, 2007).

Other situations also require assimilation with three levels of units. Tzur (2014, p. 182) explained that a recursive partitioning
scheme involves assimilating with three levels of units and is multiplicative. A student with a recursive partitioning scheme under-
stands that 1/4 of 1/7 of a whole is 1/28 of the whole without creating a visual representation of the situation and counting the 28
pieces produced by the partition of the partition (Tzur, 2014, p. 182). The three coordinated units are the whole, 1/7 of the whole,
and 1/4 of 1/7 of the whole. The recursive partitioning scheme is the basic operation of a unit fraction composition scheme. This is the
first fraction multiplication scheme, and it emerges with the ability to assimilate with three levels of units (Steffe et al., 2014, p. 57).
Even after students construct a unit fraction composition scheme they still need to make many accommodations to their scheme before
they construct a multiplicative rate scheme (Steffe et al., 2014).

3.4. Additive fraction schemes requiring assimilation with two levels of units

The construction of the additive part-whole and partitive fraction schemes require assimilation with two levels of units. Further,
students could not make sense of improper fractions unless they make modifications to their schemes (Steffe & Olive, 2010, p. 325).
Steffe (2013) wrote, “when fractions are constructed as multiplicative concepts, any proper or improper fraction is constituted as a
multiple of its unit fraction.” (p. 37). A student with an additive part-whole fraction scheme understands a fraction “like seven-tenths
refers to seven out of ten equal parts of a segment that has been partitioned into ten parts” (Steffe & Olive, 2010, p. 322). However,
seven-tenths does not refer to the “length of the seven parts nor does it refer to one-tenth iterated seven times to produce the seven
parts” (Steffe & Olive, 2010, p. 322). Students who have only constructed part-whole schemes are often confused by improper
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fractions because it does not make sense to them to have 10 out of 7 parts. A student who uses their part-whole scheme to construct
the more advanced partitive fraction scheme knows that fraction words refer to length comparisons (Steffe & Olive, 2010, p. 325).
The process of iterating a part to determine if the whole has been partitioned fairly into equal parts produces a measure of the whole.
It is in this sense “that children's fraction schemes can be used as measuring schemes” (Steffe, 2013, p. 36). The similarity between
children's construction of fraction and measure schemes is the reason the study focuses both fraction and measure schemes.

A partitive fraction scheme is an additive scheme because the student who can produce 3 copies of 1/8 does so without making
the connection that 3/8 is three times as large as 1/8. Thus, a student who has not moved beyond a partitive scheme would not be
able to produce a whole cake if given 5/8 of the cake because they do not see 1/5 of 5/8 as an iterable unit of 1/8 (Steffe, 2013, p.
36). Steffe (2013) wrote, “when fractions are constructed as multiplicative concepts, any proper or improper fraction is constituted as
a multiple of its unit fraction.” (p. 37). To understand a fraction multiplicatively requires assimilating with three levels of units. In the
case of the cake the three levels being coordinated are 5/8 of the cake, 1/8 of the cake, and the whole cake.

3.5. Measurement schemes requiring coordination of three levels of units

Measurement was used most frequently in the calculus class to measure a change in one quantity in terms of an associated change
in another quantity. In other words, the process of measuring a change in output by a change in input produces an estimate of a rate.
If the change in output is smaller than the change in input, the change in input must be partitioned to produce a quantity that can
measure the change in output. Steffe (2013) explained how a mature understanding of measurement involves assimilating with three
levels of units. First, to understand 3/12 of one foot as equivalent to 1/4 of a foot “would entail establishing a composite unit
containing four composite units each of which contains three units of 1/12 foot” (Steffe, 2013, p. 39). The student would have to
imagine a partition of a partition and keep in mind both partitions at once to establish 3/12 as equivalent to 1/4 of a foot. Finally, to
imagine measuring one quantity measured by two different units at the same time requires “constructing composite units as iterable
units,” (Steffe, 2013, p. 39) which requires assimilating with three levels of units. To imagine measuring five feet as both 5/3 yards
and 60 inches requires thinking of a yard as three feet and an inch as 1/12 of a foot.

3.6. Variational and covariational reasoning

It was not an explicit goal of this study to model students’ covariational reasoning using a covariational reasoning framework.
However, the covariational meaning for function was emphasized in the calculus course, and it is important for understanding rate of
change functions. Also, many of the tasks students responded to, such as the Bottle Problem, involved both covariational reasoning
and measuring one change in terms of an associated change. Thus, Thompson and Carlson's (2017) descriptions of covariational
reasoning served as additional constructs I drew upon to understand the students’ thinking. For example, I posited that students who
assimilated with two levels of units were unlikely to imagine two quantities varying together smoothly.

Thompson hypothesized that to imagine variation smoothly requires us to first imagine the measure of a quantity. Then, “we think
of a value that varies by infinitesimal amounts and varies within those amounts as well. In other words, variation, as a way of
thinking, is recursive” (Thompson, 2011, p. 47). Therefore, a recursive partitioning scheme is involved in smooth variation and
covariation schemes.

I also hypothesized that students assimilating with two levels of units might struggle to imagine the measures of two quantities at
once. Saldanha and Thompson (1998) explained that the “notion of covariation is of someone holding in mind a sustained image of
two quantities’ values (magnitudes) simultaneously” (p. 299). The three quantities being coordinated are the measures of the two
quantities and the unit (or units) used to measure both quantities.

3.7. Summary

Assimilation with three levels of units is critical for constructing multiplicative schemes for fraction and measure. These multi-
plicative schemes for fraction and measure are critical for constructing productive rate of change schemes, which are needed for
mature rate of change function schemes. I hypothesize that being able to recursively partition a quantity in service of fraction goals is
also profitable for the development of smooth continuous covariational reasoning. The constructs that Steffe and colleagues invented
to model elementary students’ mathematics will be used to describe the schemes of calculus students. We will consider the experi-
ences of calculus students who only assimilated with two levels of units and had constructed additive fraction schemes and contrast
their experiences to a student who had constructed multiplicative fraction schemes.

4. Methods

4.1. Reformed calculus class

Thompson designed a new approach to calculus built upon his conceptual analysis of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
(Thompson, 1994; Thompson & Silverman, 2008). The textbook (Thompson & Ashbrook, 2018) is available online and the curri-
culum has been described by Thompson, Byerley, and Hatfield (2013) and by Thompson and Dreyfus (2016). The three students
described in this paper were enrolled in this course.
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4.2. Overview of qualitative portion of study

In the fall semester I individually tutored five students weekly on their homework and on questions I brought related to fraction,
measure, and rate. These interactions allowed me to understand how their fraction schemes impacted their understanding of many
topics over a semester. During the first semester I also attended the students’ calculus class and paid attention to the ideas their
conceptually orientated teacher conveyed. Their teacher had many years of teaching experience, great student evaluations, and a
strong commitment to conveying the ideas in Thompson's textbook.

During the spring semester, six new students agreed to a series of three exploratory teaching interviews. These interviews were
informed by observations made in the first semester and were oriented toward understanding the students’ fraction schemes and
constructions of the rate of change of a sine function. Kristina (from the fall) and Janet and Emma (from the spring) were selected
from the eleven total students involved in the qualitative study for analysis.

4.2.1. Teaching interviews with Janet and Emma
The purpose of the first exploratory teaching interview was to model students’ fraction, measure, and rate of change schemes

based on their responses to the pretest given in the first week of their class. I call the interaction a teaching interview per Moore
(2010) because my goal was to ask students to explain why they picked the answers they did on the pretest versus engaging them in a
lesson on one topic. When the students struggled on pretest tasks I often gave them suggestions to refocus their activities. However, I
did not expect them to modify their fraction and measure schemes as a result of this one-hour activity. Two examples of tasks on the
pretest are Fraction of Cloth and Fractions on a Number Line (Bradshaw, Izsák, Templin, & Jacobson, 2014; Torbeyns et al., 2014).

The goal of the second session was to help students produce a graph of the rate of change of the sine function before they learned
about derivative shortcuts. Because the goal was to teach them something new, the session was more like a teaching experiment than
an interview. The discussion of the sine function was inspired by Precalculus Pathways curriculum (Carlson, Oehrtman, & Moore,
2010) and Moore's teaching experiment (Moore, 2013). The output of the sine function is a measure of a vertical length in terms of
the radius, so the mathematical context provided an additional opportunity to understand students’ ability to make multiplicative
comparisons of varying quantities. The third interview focused on students’ answers to test questions about rate of change functions.

My sessions with Janet, Emma, and Kristina all involved asking them questions and trying to help them understand a topic if they
were confused. I wanted to “experience, firsthand, students’mathematical learning and reasoning” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 267)
and not be constrained by a interview protocol if the student made an interesting comment. If students had difficulty I attempted to
orientate them so they could continue their work. The strength of this method is that it reveals the boundaries of students’ under-
standings and the nature of those boundaries. A student who reaches an impasse in thinking about a problem but can profit from a
slight suggestion about another way to think about it has different understandings than a student who cannot overcome an impasse
no matter the help given.

4.2.2. Analysis of sessions
I recorded and transcribed sessions and analyzed them using open coding (Charmaz, 2006). I identified instances that gave insight

into students’ schemes for fraction, measure, rate of change, or rate of change functions. I also summarized the entire interaction and
each student's written responses on in-class tests.

During the fall some students struggled to reason about a partition of a partition. As a result, I paid more attention to students’
units coordination and recursive partitioning schemes during the spring data collection. I also included tasks requiring multiplicative
fraction schemes because Steffe's theory predicts students without recursive partitioning schemes do not construct mature multi-
plicative fraction schemes.

I selected Janet and Kristina for analysis because neither had constructed multiplicative fraction schemes and I wanted to know
how they coped with rate of change functions. Both Janet and Kristina worked hard and completed all of the homework, so their
difficulties could not be attributed to lack of attendance or effort. Janet and Kristina earned an A and a B respectively from a college
level precalculus course. Specifically, Kristina earned a B in a course using the research-based Precalculus Pathways curriculum that
has been shown to help students and teachers develop the ideas they need for calculus (Meylani & Teuscher, 2011). The course had
exams written by a well-known mathematics education researcher, and Kristina's teacher confirmed that her grades were not curved.

I selected Emma for analysis because she had multiplicative fraction schemes. I wanted to show how she leveraged these advanced
schemes to make sense of conceptual rate of change function tasks.

4.3. Methods for quantitative portion of the study

I selected research based and validated fraction, measure, and covariation items for a pretest given to two sections of Thompson's
calculus in Spring, 2015. From Fall 2016 to Fall 2018 I gave pretest items to calculus students at another university. The pretest
results helped situate the qualitative data in a larger sample. The items on the pretest will be discussed in the section on quantitative
results.

5. Results: The case of Kristina

Kristina participated in ten tutoring sessions and was extremely motivated to learn. Her resilience in the face of failure was
astounding. This section describes the evidence that Kristina had additive fraction and measure schemes and then explains how these
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schemes are connected to her difficulties with rate of change functions she experienced during tutoring sessions.

5.1. Evidence for Kristina's part whole fraction scheme

Kristina considered Fig. 1 and responded to the question “what fraction of the two pizzas is shaded?”
Kristina identified 1/4 of one pizza and 1/2 of the other pizza were shaded. This indicates that she had at least a part-whole

fraction scheme. However, she could not determine that 3/8 of two pizzas was shaded. It did not occur to Kristina to repartition the
halves into fourths which suggests she had not constructed a recursive partitioning scheme. Steffe hypothesized this scheme is
important for construction of multiplicative rate schemes.

Kristina and I spent 47min discussing the item Fraction of Cloth (Fig. 2).
Students with a unit fraction composition scheme can see 1/8 of 1/5 of a meter as 1/40 of a meter. One could recognize that 5/40

of a meter is identical to 1/8 of a meter by iterating 1/40 five times to produce 5/40 and then iterating the length 5/40 eight times to
produce one meter.

Kristina's part whole fraction scheme allowed her to see the entire length as one meter and to recognize that choice (d) showed
more than 4/5 of one meter. Next Kristina drew a segment on the diagram that she called “1/8 meter” but her 1/8 meter was longer
than her 1/5 meter suggesting she had not constructed a partitive fraction scheme in which she thought of 1/5 and 1/8 as lengths. I
asked her to discuss her meaning for 1/8 to help her recognize her mistake. She explained 1/8 meant, “… how many times one-eighth
goes into one meter. That doesn’t make sense. I really don’t know. I really don’t like fractions.” To help her visualize 1/8 I drew a line
segment for Kristina and asked her to cut it up into eight equal pieces (Fig. 3).

Instead of cutting the line into half and then half again to find equal sized pieces Kristina created the segments one by one from
left to right. I asked her to try again and to make the pieces all the same size and she repeated the partition in the same way. She knew
she needed eight equal pieces, but she did not anticipate how recursive partitioning could help her. I helped her think of 1/8 as 1/2 of
1/2 of 1/2. She said, “that is a good way to think about it, but I never would have thought of it as more fractions of more fractions.
But starting at one half and then reasoning half of that, half of that, that makes sense.”

Kristina's difficulty finding 1/5 of 1/8 suggests she had not developed a unit fraction composition scheme. Eventually, I asked her
to show me 1/40 on one of the diagrams. She immediately recognized that 40 was divisible by 5 and 8, but she was not able to use
this fact to guide her partitioning activities. Our discussion about 1/40 of one meter shows that Kristina had not constructed mul-
tiplicative fraction schemes.

Excerpt 1. Kristina tried to draw 1/40 of one meter.
Interviewer: We are trying to figure out the size of a piece where 40 copies of it would make one meter.
Kristina: [long pause] Umm…I don’t know. I don’t know how to do that.
I: Could you draw a tenth of one meter?
K: A tenth of a meter.
I: So draw a piece so that ten copies of it would make one meter.

Fig. 1. The two pizzas item.

Fig. 2. The item fraction of cloth, designed by Bradshaw et al. (2014).
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K: So you would just draw ten pieces. [Kristina draws 1/10 of 1/5 below. Note that Kristina labeled the entire diagram “1 meter.”]
I: So that little piece you drew. If you made ten copies how much would you get?
K: Uhh… one fifth of ten.
I: Uhh… so this little piece. It is one tenth of something because you cut something into ten equal pieces. If you made ten copies of it like you did, what is it equal

to, what is this whole?
K: One fifth.
I: It is one tenth of one fifth. I want you to draw one tenth of one meter. You drew one tenth of one fifth of one meter.

I asked Kristina to draw 1/10 of a meter because I hypothesized that cutting 1/5 in half would be more intuitive than cutting 1/5
into 8 pieces would be. Kristina ignored the size of the whole and focused exclusively on the ten objects she cut up 1/5 into. Kristina's
way of operating is consistent with her descriptions of one-tenth as one out of ten things and inconsistent with her thinking of 1 whole
as 10 times as large as 1/10. In Excerpt 1, I tried to help her construct a meaning of 1/10 of a meter as the size of a piece that when
iterated 10 times makes a meter.

Excerpt 2. Kristina successfully draws 1/10 of a meter.
Kristina: Okay. This is already five, so if I just break it down like that [cuts each fifth into two pieces]… is it in ten things now?
I: Good job! How did you know how to break it up like that?
K: Because it is already five. Because if I add… I don’t know. I just knew.

We then discussed that five times two is ten and how multiplication facts can help us choose a partitioning strategy. After that
discussion, I ask her again to draw 1/40 of a meter and told her explicitly she could use her knowledge of multiplication. She cut all of
the tenths into halves to produce 1/20 of a meter. She identified the 1/20 of a meter as 1/40 of a meter. I asked her if she counted up
all the pieces how many she would have. After pausing to physically count all the pieces she realized “Oh, that is only twenty.” Her
need to physically count the pieces suggests she did not coordinate three levels of units except in activity when supported by
diagrams. After Kristina correctly identified 1/20 of a meter, I asked her to draw 1/40 of a meter. She said she did not know how to
“break it down anymore” and eventually I told her to cut each 1/20 in half to make 1/40 so we could move forward.

5.2. Kristina's experiences in calculus

When Kristina entered calculus she expected to do well because she had earned A's and B's in prior courses and worked hard in
calculus. Kristina is an existence proof that students who assimilate tasks with two levels of units can earn good grades in fairly
advanced courses. Her precalculus course heavily assessed the idea of rate of change which Steffe et al. (2014) found to be dependent
on assimilation with three levels of units. However, Kristina was able to pass precalculus with other strategies such as recognizing
familiar descriptions of concepts and remembering rules and procedures.

Kristina passed her second calculus test with an above average score of 74%. This test had many questions that required her to
choose appropriate verbal descriptions for mathematical functions and processes. For example, she was able to correctly fill in the
blanks on her test to produce the conceptual description of the process to relate rate of change and accumulation functions. The
underlined phrases are the blanks she filled in given an array of choices:

Starting with an exact rate of change function, we create an approximate rate of change function, and from that we create an
approximate accumulation function, to then achieve our goal of creating an exact accumulation function.

On the test she was also able to use a graph of a rate of change of a car's position to find various quantities such as the change in a
car's position between two given values of time or the point in time when the car was farthest from the starting line. She also
identified the integral that represented the relationship between the rate of change of the car and the distance traveled by the car
since time zero. On another question she was able to identify the graph of an accumulation function given the graph of a rate of
change function. She was also able to handle linguistically complex multiple-choice questions that required coordinating multiple
statements and directions at once. Kristina most likely would have passed a traditional calculus class whose exams mainly focus on
recalling and applying procedures based on her success on the derivative rule test (Tallman, Carlson, Bressoud, & Pearson, 2016).

There was a surprising disconnect between Kristina's ability to answer 74% of questions correctly on a conceptual calculus test
and the meanings she expressed for rate of change. The following is an abbreviated list of rate of change situations that Kristina
struggled to understand despite her hard work and good grades over many years. Consider this list not as a condemnation of Kristina,
but as insight into her experience as a calculus student who had every reason to think she was prepared to succeed based on prior
grades.

Fig. 3. Kristina struggled to partition a line into eight equal pieces.
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• She did not understand that if a car travels at a constant rate it travels 1/4 of its total distance in 1/4 of its total time. This is
consistent with Steffe's hypothesis that students with additive fraction schemes have difficulty constructing proportion and rate
schemes.

• She thought that if A and B both approach zero the quotient A/B must approach zero. She had problems when she considered tiny
values of A and B that she could not physically act upon and measure. She could measure A in terms of B if A was bigger than B
and she could physically carry out the measurement process. This supports the idea that students can complete measurement tasks
given images before they can carry out the process without an image.

• Kristina identified that in the Bottle Problem the height of the water increased as the volume of water in the bottle increased. She
struggled to use a table to refine her understanding of how two quantities covaried because of difficulty finding the numerical
values on the table. For example, I told her that in 1/2min they would add half of 2.5 gallons to a bucket but she could not
visualize 1/2 of 2.5 on a number line. With a ruler she was able to enact a physical measurement process found 1/2 of 2.5.

• She said repeatedly that “if the amount of something is increasing then the rate of change of that amount is increasing as well.”
This is consistent with her descriptions of rate as the “amount added” in a set time. A student might think that if the amount is
increasing the amount added is also increasing because there is such a subtle verbal difference between those ideas and students
often say y when they mean change in y.

It is unlikely that Kristina could have developed the scheme for rate of change functions her teacher intended until she constructed
multiplicative fraction schemes. Unfortunately for Kristina, the strategies that had helped her pass one test did not work for her on the
next two exams which were about rate of change functions. She ultimately failed the course.

Kristina's case raises interesting questions about how to support students who place into calculus with additive fraction schemes
and then are asked to understand concepts that are conjectured to require multiplicative fraction schemes. It is not Kristina's fault that
she was placed in such a difficult position, but in the end it was Kristina who paid a lot of money for and spent a lot of time on a class
she failed. It should be noted that, despite Kristina's poor experience in conceptual calculus, overall there is evidence that many
students developed much stronger understanding of calculus than in the traditional sections at the same school as measured by a pre-
post test (Thompson & Dreyfus, 2016).

6. Results: The case of Janet

This section focuses on Janet's fraction and measure schemes and the implications for her understanding of rate of change of a sine
function. Like Kristina, Janet had not constructed multiplicative fraction schemes. Her case differed from Kristina's in that Janet
received above average test scores despite only assimilating with two levels of units and additive fraction schemes.

Janet took calculus as an elective because calculus was crucial for modeling the social and political world quantitatively. She said,
“I wanted to get into math to model these large-scale behaviors.” Janet embraced her professor's conceptual approach to teaching
calculus. She realized that in prior math classes she often memorized procedures without understanding and that calculus would not
help her model the real world unless she understood the concepts.

Janet was the only student out of 153 who came to my office to discuss her results on the pretest. When we found that her
algorithm for long division was incorrect, she was astonished and angry that her mathematics teachers had not noticed that she did
not know how to divide.

Janet's was very good at reflecting on her own thinking. She was curious about how people learned and presented a poster entitled
“The Role of Introspection in Children's Theory of Mind Development” at a national conference. During the interviews she in-
dependently realized that there were giant gaps in her elementary mathematical knowledge and that it was indicative of a major
problem that she had passed so many mathematics classes with no one noticing. She said, “I hate it when I do something and think it
is [just] a stupid mistake, and then it unveils this whole hidden problem.”

Janet was confident in her thinking overall, but she knew she had struggled more in mathematics classes than other subjects.
Janet laughed about the anguish she felt about fractions, which she described as second-grade math. “It is the worst! I’m doing well
on the tests and I am doing well in the class but if you slightly lift up the veil it literally is terrible. How am I able to get A's and really
high B's on these tests when I fundamentally don’t understand what a fraction is? [laughs] That blows my mind.” Her scores of 82%
on both Test 1 and Test 2 were substantially above the class averages of 64% and 54% respectively. These scores were curved to be an
A and a high B, and she ultimately passed calculus.

6.1. Janet's fraction schemes

Janet arrived in calculus knowing that fractions had caused her problems in prior math courses. She recalled “thinking that
fractions were not a big deal, but then so many times I heard that fractions were scary and that we need to get rid of them, that I
became scared.” She did not feel that her high school mathematics experiences helped her improve her meanings for fractions
because “the standard thing was that teachers gave us fractions and the first step was to get rid of them so we didn’t have to think
about them.” When she looks at a fraction she explained she “literally just see[s] those as symbols. It is literally not representing
anything.”

6.1.1. Contraindication of Janet's construction of a recursive partitioning scheme.
Janet's original pretest response to Fractions on a Number Line is shown in Fig. 4. She discussed the item with me informally the
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week after the pretest. She later agreed to be part of the study, and we recorded our second conversation about the pretest a few
weeks after our first. I thought that the second discussion would only reveal that she had assimilated our conversation and that she
now found the problem trivial. This was not the case. Her difficulties indicate she did not remember that recursive partitioning was a
useful solution method.

Janet noted that seven was bigger than five, so 5/7 should be less than one. However, she struggled to find a more precise
estimate. With my help, Janet saw she needed to decide whether 4/5 or 5/7 was larger to place the fraction in the correct bin. Her
intuition was that 5/7 is smaller than 4/5, but she did not know why. Janet decided to draw an image of 4/5 to help her justify her
reasoning (Fig. 5).

Janet partitioned the pie into six pieces instead of five. Based on her repeated difficulties coordinating the number of cuts made
and the number of pieces, it was probably not a coincidence that her pie had the wrong number of pieces. Further, her difficulty
drawing equal sized pieces was not due to carelessness, but to a weak image of a partition of five; she explained that she tried to draw
the parts equally. I asked why she did not like her pie and she said “Because I can’t draw it equally. It is hard for me to visualize it.”

Janet's repeated difficulty coordinating the number of cuts with the number of pieces suggests it would be hard for her to
construct a mental image of a partitions of partitions. Janet did not think of repartitioning the pieces into thirty-fifths so that she
could compare the sizes of the two fractions until I suggested this explicitly. Further, when I suggested she multiply fractions by one,
she did so, then doubted herself because she did not understand the connection between multiplying by 5/5 and partitioning a
partition. She could not imagine how recursive partitioning would justify seeing 5/5 of 5/7 as equivalent to 5/7. Instead, she thought
she did something wrong when multiplying by 5/5 because she did not “do the same thing to both sides.”

6.1.2. Contraindication of Janet's construction of a unit fraction composition scheme
The discussion of Fraction of Cloth revealed Janet's difficulties assimilating the task with three levels of units and her lack of a unit

fraction composition scheme. As part of the interview I directed Janet's attention to the size of a “baby piece.” A “baby piece” was 1/5
of 1/8 of a meter (see Fig. 2). Janet's first guess was that a baby piece was “one-eighth, right?” She was not happy with this guess and
explained “I don’t think it is one-eighth because one-eighth of one meter that's saying this thing [points to 1/5 of one meter] is a
meter and it is not.” I suggest she try to figure out what one-eighth of one-fifth of a meter is to find the size of the baby piece. She
replies, “wouldn’t that be…it would be subtraction, right? So it is one-eighth of one-fifth. You have one-fifth so you’d have to subtract
one-eighth from that.”

Janet did realize that 1/8 of 1/5 could not also be 1/8 of one meter, which suggests that she paid some attention to the whole

Fig. 4. Janet's pretest response to Fractions on a Number Line. She found that 9/7 was not equal to 18/14 because of misrepresenting the remainder
as a decimal.

Fig. 5. Janet's pie to show 4/5.
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being partitioned. That is, she did not assume that partitioning any sized whole into eight equal objects would produce equally sized
pieces. However, Janet did not realize that there would be forty “baby pieces” in the entire diagram. Janet also struggled to find
solutions to three problems of the form “find 1/A of 1/B” during our three interviews. These interviews strongly suggest that Janet
had not constructed a unit fraction composition scheme, which Steffe argued is critical to construct more advanced fraction schemes
and multiplicative rate schemes.

6.2. Janet's Construction of the sine function and the rate of change of the sine function

Janet's fraction and measure schemes substantially impeded her ability to make sense of the sine function and the rate of change
of the sine function. I report other mathematical issues that caused problems to show that many schemes come into play when
thinking about the rate of change of the sine function.

Janet interacted with an animated version of the diagram in Fig. 6.
Janet's additive fraction schemes prevented her from making sense of the variation in the ratio AC/AB. As a first step, Janet

wanted to label the radian measures corresponding to each quadrant in Fig. 6. After 4min and 40 s of discussion and direct inter-
vention, Janet determined that three-fourths of 2π is equal to 3π/2. She did not know multiplication was an appropriate operation to
find 3/4 of 2π. This is not a surprise, because Janet had not come to understand that multiplication is an appropriate operation to find
1/A of 1/B in earlier problems. Even after I told her that multiplication was appropriate, she did not know how to simplify 6π/4 to
3π/2. Janet did not think of six-fourths as equivalent to three-halves which suggests she did not think of six-fourths as three copies of
two-fourths. Understanding this equivalence involves iterating a composite unit, which requires assimilating with three levels of
units.

Next, we discussed the prompt “as the angle's measure increases from 0 radians to π/2 radians, how does the quotient AC/AB
change?” Janet measured the longer segment in terms of the shorter segment and incorrectly estimated that AC/AB was greater than
one. With redirection and substantial support, she appropriately estimated AC/AB for several values of θ. Because it took Janet a long
time to measure one length in terms of another, Janet spent 19min creating a description of how the quotient changed as θ varied
from zero to π/2.

Measuring a shorter quantity in terms of a longer quantity requires first partitioning the longer quantity and then measuring the
shorter quantity in terms of a part of the longer quantity. This process involves assimilating with three levels of units for the same
reason that constructing 8/7 requires three levels of units. On the other hand, measuring a longer quantity in terms of a shorter
quantity that fits in an integer number of times can be done by assimilating with only two levels of units.

It might be that Janet developed a tendency to measure the longer segment in terms of the shorter segment because her as-
similation of two levels of units supported that measurement activity. However, with extensive scaffolding and help keeping multiple
ratios organized Janet produced a reasonable first approximation of a sine graph. Her initial drawing of the sine function is in Fig. 7.

6.2.1. Constructing the rate of change of the sine function
Next Janet next considered the question “estimate the rate of change of the ratio AC/AB with respect to the angle measure θ for

various values of θ. What could we type into graphing calculator to help us make our estimates?” At this point, I told Janet the
function was named sine. To find the rate of change of the ratio AC/AB with respect to θ she typed sin(π/8)–sin(0) into her calculator.
I confirmed that her meaning for a rate of change was amount of change by asking “so the rate of change of a quantity is how much it
changed?” She agreed with that description.

Janet's meaning for rate of change as amount of change is consistent with the hypothesis that students without multiplicative

Fig. 6. A screen shot of an animated diagram showing how the ratio of AC and AB changed as the angle measure increased.
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fraction schemes cope by reasoning about changes in y instead of the ratio Δy/Δx. Janet nevertheless reached the correct conclusion
that the rate of change of the sine function was not constant. However, she did not use equally sized intervals to draw this conclusion,
so her determinations of the relative sizes of the average rates were not normatively correct.

Upon prompting, Janet attempted to make equally spaced intervals, but she was obstructed by her fraction schemes. She con-
sidered the differences between each pair of adjacent fractions in the list π/8, π/6, π/4, and π/2 to be the same. In this situation,
Janet did not imagine partitioned wholes in order to reason about the fractions. She instead found equal fractions by adding equal
numbers to the denominator. Janet's difficulty choosing equally spaced intervals and using an “amount added” meaning for rate of
change made it almost impossible for her to decide where the rate of change of sine increased.

To avoid the issue of finding equally spaced intervals I suggested to Janet that she divide the change in ratio AC/AB by the change

Fig. 7. Janet's initial image of the relationship between the ratio AC/AB and θ.

Fig. 8. Janet estimated the average rate of change of the sine function.
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in angle measure. She made use of the lines we had already drawn in Fig. 8 to represent changes in the inputs and outputs. For
simplicity we talked about quantities on the graph as x and y instead of θ and AC/AB.

At first Janet estimated Δy/Δx by assuming that both axes had the same scales. She measured Δx in terms of Δy to arrive at the
estimates of one-third and one-half. Even though Janet tried to adopt the measurement meaning for fraction that I witnessed her
professor using, she was not able to estimate slope in a way that helped her understand how the slope varied. She measured Δx in
terms of Δy even after saying she wanted “y measured by x.” (It is common for students to say y when Δy is appropriate.) Later in the
interview, Janet again measured Δx in terms of Δy to estimate the quotient Δy/Δx. Janet knew she frequently measured the larger
change in terms of the smaller change when inappropriate yet continued to do so when presented with new situations (see Excerpt 3).

Excerpt 3. Janet finds Δy/Δx by measuring Δx in terms of Δy.
Janet: I keep mixing up…[In context meaning she estimates Δx/Δy instead of Δy/Δx.]
Interviewer: You mix up which direction you are going.
J: I do.
I: Usually you try to fit the smaller one into the bigger one.
J: That is exactly what it is.

Janet was so preoccupied with deciding how to measure that she was obstructed from coordinating multiple measures which
made it difficult to see how the quotient Δy/Δx changed as x increased.

While graphing the rate of change of sin(x), Janet estimated the rate of change of sine at the point x= π/2. She estimated the rate
was one because the triangle she drew to estimate had equal values of Δy and Δx, and she was treating the axes as if they were equally
scaled (see Fig. 9). It was not visually obvious to Janet that the value of the rate of change is essentially zero on a small interval
around x= π/2.

Excerpt 4. Janet estimates the rate of change of sine at its relative maximum.
Interviewer: You said before you did not like small intervals.
Janet: Yeah. [We laugh.]
I: Is that stressing you out right now?
J: Uhh… I think it just makes it hard for me to conceptualize.
I: … Can you articulate what you don’t like about [small intervals]? Maybe if you could articulate it you would like them!
J: [we laugh] It is that I… I can’t … I can’t visually create them. Because they are so small. By definition they shouldn’t really be large enough that I can actually

draw them.

Janet struggled to anticipate the result of a measurement, but she was able to create a measure if she could carry out the physical
activity of measuring a larger quantity with a smaller quantity. Imagining approximations of the slope of a non-constant function for
tiny intervals involves imagining a measurement process that eventually is too small to physically carry out. Janet's need for drawn
images is consistent with her partitioning activities. She did not coordinate the number of cuts with the number of parts mentally, but
she was able to do so after drawing a partition.

After an hour and a half, Janet had drawn a reasonable graph of the rate of change of sine and reflected on how the graph was
related to the original situation. In constructing these functions, Janet was frustrated by her slow progress and her limited ability to
anticipate a measure of Δy in terms of Δx. The time it took her to estimate a measure of one quantity in terms of another made it
difficult for her to coordinate the values of a multitude of measures with changes in angle measure. The ability to construct more
complicated schemes depends on having solid and easily enacted schemes for foundational ideas.

Without my frequent interventions to address her difficulties with fraction, measure, and rate, Janet would not have produced a
graph of the rate of change of sine that day. This activity would have been extremely difficult for Janet to follow in a class, and she
probably would not have understood a conceptual discussion of the rate of change of sine. Janet's measurement schemes were not the
only constraints on her construction of the rate of change of sine. For example, she had inappropriate use of function notation to
compute an average rate of change. She also thought that if two slopes appear to have the same steepness they are the same slope,

Fig. 9. The calculus triangle Janet used to estimate the rate of change of sine at π/2. Janet used a large interval to estimate the rate of change (see
Excerpt 4).
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even if one is negative and the other positive. (I did note that her interpretation works perfectly for evaluating hiking terrain!)
Because students must understand many topics to construct rate of change functions, it is impossible to explain their rate of change
function schemes exclusively in terms of their fraction and measure schemes. Nonetheless, Janet's case shows that fraction and
measure schemes are critically important for this task.

Janet's fraction schemes frustrated her greatly, but her good humor helped us progress through the sessions. Furthermore, her
additive fractions schemes did not keep her from passing the conceptual calculus course. One of the reasons Janet's grades on the first
two tests were far above the class averages was that she was good at remembering conceptual explanations for ideas. Even though she
struggled to construct a multiplicative rate of change scheme, she read the course notes carefully and learned to appropriately use
verbal descriptions of major concepts on tests that focused on both computations and verbal descriptions. It was surprising to me that
a student who had problematic rate schemes was able to correctly solve items Thompson and Ashbrook (2018) designed to assess
students’ conceptual understanding of rate of change functions.

The point of the study was not to understand why one student reasoning with two levels of units passed and another did not.
However, one major difference between Kristina and Janet was Janet's awareness of her difficulties and her resolve to overcome them
by revisiting middle school math. Kristina worked diligently and asked for help, but the transcripts of her sessions do not reveal as
much awareness of the sources of her difficulties as Janet's transcripts do. It is important to consider both Janet's and Kristina's cases
when working with students. Janet's case shows us that some students can pass a conceptual course with additive fraction schemes
and feel satisfied that they have developed a tool to better model the world. Kristina's case shows us that hard work and extensive
tutoring are not always enough. It also forces us to ask ourselves if it is fair to collect students’ tuition dollars and then expect them to
understand ideas that are built on schemes they do not have.

7. Results: The case of Emma

The case of Emma provides evidence that students with multiplicative fraction schemes are more easily able to cope with the sine
function activity. Emma was another hard-working student who attended class, did homework, and sought help. She reflected that
“no other math teacher I’d ever had did conceptual things.” She had to adapt her thinking to solve conceptual questions on as-
sessments. In fact, Emma made a lot of mistakes distinguishing value of y and a change in y on Test 1 and explained later “Yeah, I
learned from that failure.” I replied, “Learning from failure! Why can’t we learn from success? It would be so much easier!” to which
Emma laughed and enthusiastically agreed.

Emma ended up making a lot of progress throughout the semester. She made some nice mathematical connections partly because
she retained the positive belief that she could learn from the inevitable failures experienced when learning calculus conceptually. For
example, Emma reported independently making a connection between the power rule and the graphs of polynomial accumulation
functions and their rate of change functions:

“I had the epiphany that if this (points to the rate of change function) is a cubic, then the accumulation had to be a quartic. That
was a big step that I realized that yes, if you take the derivative of a quartic you get a cubic, so the accumulation function should
have three minimums and maximums, at least three potential function minimums or maximums.”

In contrast, at the end of the semester Kristina thought that there was no conceptual difference between simplifying an accu-
mulation function and differentiating an accumulation function. Kristina did not connect derivative rules to the graphical rate of
change function problems like Emma had. I hypothesized that part of the reason Emma retained positive attitudes is that with effort
she could make sense of most of what her teacher said given her preexisting schemes.

The Fraction of Cloth item provided evidence that Emma assimilated with three levels of units and had constructed recursive
partitioning and unit fraction composition schemes. Emma did not find the item trivial, but after the interviewer asked her to identify
the size of a “baby piece” and she recognized it as 1/40 she quickly realized how to represent 4/5 – 1/8 on the number line. She did
not have a problem envisioning 1/8 of 1/5 in her head and determining that it was 1/40. When I asked her to check if a “baby piece”
is 1/40 she checked mentally instead of physically counting up the pieces like Kristina had. When cutting up 1/5 into 8 equal pieces
she spontaneously recursively partitioned using the idea that 1/8 of a length is ½ of ½ of ½ of the length. She was much more likely
than Janet or Kristina to recursively partition in service of a goal. She often did not need visual support to imagine recursive
partitioning, which suggests that she could assimilate tasks with three levels of units. Even though Emma, Kristina, and Janet all
answered the unfamiliar Fraction of Cloth item incorrectly on the pretest, Emma's multiplicative fraction schemes allowed her to
quickly make sense of the item when given only a few minor hints in an interview.

Emma missed the pretest item that asked students to estimate the slope of a line that is graphed on equally spaced, but unlabeled
axes. She explained that she could not find the slope on the pretest because she thought of finding slope “as a plug and chug kind of
thing” that required actual point values. However, her experience with Dr. X's instruction changed her understanding of slope. She
recalled “I remember having a revelation in class when Dr. X talked about measuring quantities.” In the pretest interview she
explained that to find Δy/Δx “You are trying to figure out how many Δx's fit into the Δy, which is basically, division in this case.” She
had the schemes she needed to make sense of the instruction and use it to construct more powerful meanings for slope. Emma initially
had some common misconceptions such as “if the rate of change of a function is increasing, then the amount of a function is
increasing.” However, she modified these misconceptions when presented with counterexamples, partly because she was able to
imagine multiple rates of change and function amounts essentially simultaneously.

Emma was able to create a sine graph representing the ball situation in thirteen minutes without much support from the applet
(Fig. 6). She made sense of the sine ratio changing from 0 to 1 as the angle measure varied from 0 to π/2 in only four min and with
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only minimal support. After imagining the covariation, she recognized that the function depicted was a sine function. She did not
need to physically carry out a measurement process on various triangles to envision how the sine ratio varied.

When she was asked to produce the rate of change of the sine function, she told the interviewer she had never done the task before
and needed a few orientating prompts. After estimating the slope of the sine function at a few points by measuring Δy in terms of Δx
she was able to imagine the slope changing as the angle measure varied to produce a graph that accurately depicted rate of change of
sine. Thanks to her stronger fraction and measure schemes she was able to consider the covariation of the input and the slope of the
sine function mentally after a few explicit estimations of slope on paper. She was also able to quickly determine that the slope of zero
occurred at one of the relative maximums of the sine function and imagined a small, imperceptible interval around the relative
maximum. The image Emma created of the rate of change of sine was accurate enough that she recognized the graph was similar to
the cosine function. She said “I didn’t know they were related like that! Yeah!” and was happy that she figured it out. After graphing
the rate of change of sine, Emma created an approximate rate of change function given a graph of an unfamiliar piecewise function.
She continued to estimate slope to get a few points on the graph of the rate of change function and then after estimating some rates
she considered what happened between points. She explained that her goal was to be able to visualize the rate of change function
without having to go through the slow process of estimation, but that she needed a few estimates to get started.

Emma, Kristina, and Janet had mathematical differences beyond their fraction and measure schemes, but Emma's work suggests
that her multiplicative fraction schemes allowed her to easily estimate the fraction Δy/Δx even if the quantities were too small to
carry out a physical measurement process on. Because she could make estimates easily, she was able to make multiple estimates and
coordinate the changing values of Δy/Δx with changes in x. Janet had much more difficulty considering how the value of Δy/Δx
changed because it took her so long to produce each estimate that she lost track of how the estimates changed as x varied.

8. A large sample of students’ responses to fraction and measure pretest items

8.1. Quantitative methods

I collected written responses from 2049 students in various calculus classes to determine roughly how many students might have
calculus experiences like Janet and Kristina. The students took pretests in class with ample time. They knew 15 percent of their grade
for the pretest was determined by the correctness of their responses.

The items selected for pretests varied slightly between courses because the large number of instructors who agreed to use their
class time to administer the pretest had different goals. The items Fraction of Cloth and Fractions on a Number Line have already been
discussed (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). The item Gallons to Liters was developed and validated as part of a study of secondary teachers (Byerley
& Thompson, 2017). It asked teachers to find the volume of a container with x liters in gallons given a conversion factor. In
redesigned calculus one and calculus two, correct responses to Gallons to Liters were statistically significant predictors of success in
calculus (Byerley, 2016; Byerley, Campbell, & Rickard, 2018). I designed the item Shoe Measure to get additional insight into students’
measure schemes:

Bob and Kat are using their shoes to measure the length of a rug. Bob's shoes are 12/11 times as long as Kat's shoes. The rug is 10.4
Bob shoe lengths long. How many times would Kat's shoes fit in the length of the rug?

The Shoe Measure problem was multiple choice and answers involved multiplying 10.4 by either 12/11 or 11/12. The Bottle
Problem was taken from Carlson's Precalculus Concept Assessment (Carlson et al., 2010a). This item involves imagining the volume
and height of water covarying and then comparing the changes in the quantities. The Bottle Problem was a statistically significant
predictor of success in redesigned calculus one and calculus two (Byerley, 2016; Byerley et al., 2018).

Because there are relationships between selectivity of university and students’ scores on fraction items (Schneider & Siegler,
2010), it is important to note that the two universities in this sample are research one universities with acceptance rates of ap-
proximately 80%. Accepted students have mean high school GPA's of 3.42 at the university with redesigned calculus and 3.61 at
university with Calculus One for Biologists and Calculus Two. All students enrolled in Calculus One for Biologists and Calculus Two at
their university took the pretest, so the results represent a census of all calculus students in those classes the semesters the pretest was
given.

8.2. Quantitative results

Table 1 shows the percent of students with correct answers to the pretest items.
The pretest results suggest that many calculus students have difficulty with fractions and measure and might experience some of

Table 1
Student success on pretest items.

Course Percent of students with correct answers to pretest items.

Fraction of cloth Gallons to liters Fractions on a number line Bottle problem Shoe measure

Redesigned calculus one 26.7% of 153 15.6% of 153 52.2% of 153 placed all fractions correctly 47.7% of 153 Not administered
Calculus one for biologists Not administered. 28.9% of 1028 Not administered 49.1% of 1027 34.9% of 1025
Calculus two 42.2% of 490 27.3% of 868 Not administered 62.6% of 867 41.7% of 378
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the same problems as Janet and Kristina. Conversely, Emma made a mistake on the Fraction of Cloth, but she quickly understood her
mistakes and made progress on rate of change functions. We cannot conclude that a student with incorrect responses is not capable of
learning calculus in a semester. Rather, the pretest results will show us how many students will need help developing stronger
schemes for fraction and measure.

9. Conclusions

Steffe (2013) wrote that a large number of fourth graders do not assimilate with three levels of units when they are asked to learn
measurement. Further, he did not know how to reliably help elementary students begin to assimilate with three levels of units. As a
result, he struggled to help many students construct multiplicative fraction schemes in his two- to three-year teaching experiments
(Steffe, 2013, p. 38). My results suggest that Steffe's concerns about elementary education are also relevant to tertiary education.
Despite his difficulties changing students’ thinking, Steffe found that some students spontaneously started to assimilate with three
levels of units when repeatedly presented with tasks in which it would be profitable to do so.

These observations about the deep roots of calculus students’ difficulties have implications for the move toward teaching calculus
conceptually. Understanding calculus conceptually is incredibly satisfying for many students like Emma because they are able to see
how mathematics is used to describe the world. However, the many students who dislike conceptual instruction may dislike it in part
because it does not make calculus useful or sensible to them. Many would rather memorize that the derivative of the three letters
“sin” is the three letters “cos” than struggle for an hour and a half to analyze a sine function like Janet did.

However, rote memorization deprives students of the chance of having a satisfying mathematical experience. When designing
conceptual instruction calculus teachers should instead consider student thinking. Giving students activities that require schemes
they are unlikely to construct at that time does not demonstrate mathematical caring (Hackenberg, 2010). For example, because some
of the tasks I selected for Kristina were not easy to make sense of given her current schemes, her experiences trying to solve them were
frustrating. Emma expressed much more satisfaction investigating new ideas because she was able to make sense of them.

As a calculus teacher I feel a tension between wanting to solve problems with multiplicative rate schemes and wanting to present
ideas that all students in my class can make sense of with their current schemes. While pondering this, I remember that many students
make surprising mathematical gains when presented with well-designed conceptual instruction. Since working with Kristina and
Janet I have included fraction and measurement items on homework and tests, and I have helped students develop those ideas in
class. I also provide students with large graphs of functions when I ask them to produce a graph of the associated rate of change
function so that they can physically carry out a measurement process. While demonstrating how to estimate the slope of a graph I
physically carry out a measurement process on large projected graphs then give students ample time to practice estimating slopes in
class. Further, Thompson and Ashbrook's (2018) calculus includes a number of chapters designed to help students construct the
schemes for constant rate and covariation they need to understand rate of change functions.

To increase the chances of students making sense of conceptual calculus, it is critical to focus attention on their experiences in
elementary and middle school. There is strong evidence that many middle school teachers need professional development to help
them develop their own fraction and measure schemes. For example, Bradshaw et al. investigated teachers’ mastery of critical
fraction ideas: referent units, partitioning and iterating, multiplicative comparisons, and using multiplication and division appro-
priately. Only 31% had mastered referent units, while 55%, 62%, and 63% of teachers mastered the other three attributes, re-
spectively (Bradshaw et al., 2014, p. 9). One critical step in helping more students understand calculus is to help elementary and
secondary teachers develop the mathematical meanings for fractions and measure we want students to develop for calculus. It is
important for middle schools to insist that students demonstrate mature multiplicative meanings for fraction, measure, rate and
proportionality before being allowed to skip a year of middle school math and enroll in Algebra I. The quantitative data shows that
many students finish high school math and arrive in calculus without strong foundations in middle school mathematics. To truly
make sense of calculus, students need the opportunity to learn the ideas calculus is built on first.
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